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Abstract— In order to deal with the scaling problem of
volumetric map representations we propose spatially local
methods for high-ratio compression of 3D maps, representedas
truncated signed distance fields. We show that these compressed
maps can be used as meaningful descriptors for selective
decompression in scenarios relevant to robotic applications.
As compression methods, we compare using PCA-derived low-
dimensional bases to non-linear auto-encoder networks and
novel mixed architectures that combine both. Selecting two
application-oriented performance metrics, we evaluate the im-
pact of different compression rates on reconstruction fidelity
as well as to the task of map-aided ego-motion estimation. It
is demonstrated that lossily compressed distance fields used
as cost functions for ego-motion estimation, can outperform
their uncompressed counterparts in challenging scenariosfrom
standard RGB-D data-sets.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A signed distance field (SDF), sometimes referred to as a
distance function, is an implicit surface representation that
embeds geometry into a scalar field whose defining property
is that its value represents the distance to thenearestsurface
of the embedded geometry. Additionally, the field is positive
outside the geometry, i.e., in free space, and negative inside.
SDF’s have been extensively applied to e.g. speeding up
image-alignment [1] and raycasting [2] operations as well as
collision detection [3], motion planning [4] and articulated-
body motion tracking [5]. The truncated SDF [6] (TSDF),
which is the focus of the present work, side-steps some of the
difficulties that arise when fields are computed and updated
based on incomplete information. This has proved useful in
applications of particular relevance to the field of robotics
research: accurate scene reconstruction ([7], [8], [9]) aswell
as for rigid-body ([10], [11]) pose estimation.

The demonstrated practicality of distance fields and other
voxel-based representations such as occupancy grids[12] and
the direct applicability of a vast arsenal of image processing
methods to such representations make them a compelling
research topic. However, a major drawback in such rep-
resentations is the large memory requirement for storage
which severely limits their applicability for large-scaleenvi-
ronments. For example, a space measuring20 × 20 × 4m3

mapped with voxels of 2cm size requires at least 800MB at
32 bits per voxel.

Mitigating strategies such as cyclic buffers ([8], [9]),
octrees ([13], [14]), and key-block swapping [15], have been
proposed to limit the memory cost of using volumetric

distance-fields in very different ways. In the present work,we
address the issue of volumetric voxel-based map compression
by an alternative strategy. We propose encoding (and subse-
quently decoding) the TSDF in a low-dimensional feature
space by projection onto a learned set of basis (eigen-)
vectors derived via principal component analysis [16] (PCA)
of a large data-set of sample reconstructions. We also show
that this compression method preserves important structures
in the data while filtering out noise, allowing for more
stable camera-tracking to be done against the model, using
the SDF Tracker [10] algorithm. We show that this method
compares favourably to non-linear methods based on auto-
encoders (AE) in terms of compression, but slightly less
so in terms of tracking performance. Lastly, we investigate
whether combinations of PCA-based and AE strategies in
mixed architectures provide better maps than either system
on its own but find no experimental evidence to support this.

The proposed compression strategies can be applied to
scenarios in which robotic agents with limited on-board
memory and computational resources download the maps
from sensor-enabled work environments. In this context,
the low dimensional features produced by the compression
method serve as descriptors, providing an opportunity for the
robot to, still in the descriptor-space, make the decision to
selectively decompress regions of the map that may be of
particular interest. A proof of concept for this scenario is
presented in Sec. V.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: An
overview on related work in given in section II. In section
III we formalize the definition of TSDF’s, and present a very
brief introduction to the topics of PCA and AE networks. In
section IV we elaborate on the training data used, followed
by a description of our evaluation methodology. Section V
contains experimental results, followed by section VI with
our conclusions and lastly, some possible extensions to the
present work are suggested in section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is perhaps most closely related to sparse coded
surface models [17] which usek-SVD [18] (a linear pro-
jection method) to reduce the dimensionality of textured
surface patches. Another recent contribution in this category
is the Active Patch Model for 2D images [19]. Active
patches consist of a dictionary of data patches in input
space that can be warped to fit new data. A low-dimensional
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representation is derived by optimizing the selection of
patches and pre-defined warps that best use the patches
to reconstruct the input. The operation on surface patches
instead of volumetric image data is more efficient for com-
pression for smooth surfaces, but may require an unbounded
number of patches for arbitrarily complex geometry. As an
analogy, our work can be thought of as an application of
Eigenfaces [20] to the problem of 3D shape compression
and low-level scene understanding. Operating directly on a
volumetric representation, as we propose, has the advantage
of a constant compression ratio per unit volume, regardless
of the surface complexity, as well as avoiding the problem
of estimating the optimal placement of patches. The direct
compression of the TSDF also permits the proposed method
to be integrated into several popular algorithms that rely
on this representation, with minimal overhead. There are a
number of data-compression algorithms designed for directly
compressing volumetric data. Among these we find video
and volumetric image compression ([21],[22]), including
work dealing with distance fields specifically [23]. Although
these methods produce high-quality compression results, they
typically require many sequential operations and complex
extrapolation and/or interpolation schemes. A side-effect of
this is that these compressed representations may require
information far from the location that is to be decoded. They
also do not generate a mapping to a feature space wherein
similar inputs map to similar features so possible uses as
descriptors are limited at best.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Truncated Signed Distance Fields (TSDF)

TSDFs are 3-dimensional image structures that implicitly
represent geometry by sampling, typically on a uniform
lattice, the distance to the nearest surface. A sign is used to
indicate whether the distance is sampled from within a solid
shape (negative, by convention) or in free space (positive).
The approximate location of surfaces can be extracted as the
zero level set. Let,

d′(p) : R3 → R (1)

be defined as the distance field of some arbitrary closed
surface inQ in R

3 ,

d′(p) = argmin
q∈Q

‖p− q‖2. (2)

Given the closed (no holes) property of the surface, one may
assume that every surface point has an associated outward-
oriented normal vectorn(q). The expressionI±(p) =
sign(n(q)T · (p − q)), then consistently attributes a sign
to indicate on which side of the surfacep is located. Finally,
truncating the value of the field in an interval[dmin, dmax]
produces the TSDF,

d(p) : R3 → [dmin, dmax] (3)

defined, for any closed surface, as

d(p) = min(dmax,max(dmin, I±(p) argmin
q∈Q

‖p− q‖2)).

(4)

B. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA [16] is a method for obtaining a linear transformation
into a new orthogonal coordinate system. In this system,
the first dimension is associated with the direction, in the
data, that exhibits the largest variance. The second dimen-
sion is aligned with a direction, perpendicular to the first,
along which the second most variance is exhibited and so
on. We achieve this by the common method of applying
a singular value decomposition (SVD) to the data matrix
after subtracting the mean from each sample. Since PCA
encoding, applied to non-centred data, needs to store the
mean of the input for later decoding steps, we extract31,
63 and127 components and use one additional slot to store
the mean, resulting in compact representations of32, 64and
128 elements.

C. Artificial Neural Network

Training an artificial neural network (ANN) as an auto-
encoder [24] can be done in a straightforward manner
by setting its desired output to be equal to its input and
employing an optimization method of choice to minimize
the resulting error. For some form of encoding to occur, it
is required that somewhere in between the input layer and
output layer, there exists an intermediary hidden layer whose
output is of smaller dimension than the input (or output).
We refer to this intermediate ”bottleneck” layer as a code or
feature layer. The portion of the ANN up until the feature
layer can then be treated as an encoder and the portion after
is treated as a decoder. For practical reasons (particularly
when layer-wise unsupervised pre-training is involved [25])
it makes sense to keep the encoder and decoder symmetric.

IV. M ETHODOLOGY

A. Training data

The data-set used for training is a collection of synthetic
TSDFs, procedurally generated usinglibsdf 1, an open-
source C++ library that implements simple implicit geomet-
ric primitives (as described in [2], [26]). The library was
used to randomly pick a sequence of randomly parametrized
shapes from several shape categories. A random displace-
ment and rotation is applied to each shape and the distance
field is sampled (truncated todmin = −0.04 and dmax =
0.1) into a cubic lattice of16×16×16 voxels. Some examples
from our synthetic data-set can be seen in Fig. 1.

We note that planes, convex edges and corners can be
extracted as parts of cuboids, thus we consider such shapes
as special cases of the category describing cuboids since
sampling volume tends to capture only parts of the whole
shape, often resulting in planar, edge or corner fragments.By
a similar line of reasoning, we employ a parametric barrel-
like shape to model curved convex edges and cylinders. The
final shape category used in the data-set is a concave corner
shape (representing 2-plane concave edges as a special case).
When considering only surface, without orientation, a convex
corner is indistinguishable from a concave one, but since

1https://bitbucket.org/danielcanelhas/libsdf



Fig. 1. Examples from the synthetic data-set showing a variety of shapes
represented by truncated distance fields, sampled onto a small volume
containing 4096 voxels.

Fig. 2. Examples from the real-world data, showing the extracted zero level
set as a polygonal surface mesh. The picture depicts a partial reconstruction
of a small office environment.

we are interested in signed distance fields, the orientation
matters. The use of synthetic data allows generating training
examples in a vast number of poses, with a greater degree
of geometric variation than would be feasible to collect
manually through scene reconstructions alone.

However, to add additional complexity beyond simple
geometric primitives, the data-set is complemented with sub-
volumes sampled from 3D reconstructions of real-world
industrial and office environments c.f. Fig. 2. These recon-
structions are obtained by fusing sequences of depth images
into a TSDF as described in [6], given accurately estimated
camera poses by the SDF Tracker algorithm (though any
method with low drift would do just as well).

The sub-volumes are sampled by taking16 × 16 × 16
samples at every 8 voxels along each spatial dimension
and permuting the indexing order along each dimension
for every samples to generate 5 additional reflections at
each location. Distance values are then mapped from the
interval [dmin, dmax] to [0, 1] and saved. Furthermore, to
avoid an uncontrolled amount of effort spent on learning
models of empty space, sub-volumes for which the mean
sum of normalized (∈ [0, 1]) distances is below0.85 are
discarded, and a small proportion of empty samples is
intentionally included instead. Defining our input dimension
asn = 4096, with m = 200000 samples, our data-set is then
X ∈ {Rm×n|0 ≤ xi,j ≤ 1}.

B. Encoder Architecture

Although the main focus of this paper is on a simple
method: projection onto a basis of eigenvectors (principal
components) of a large set of sampled reconstructions, al-
ternatively using auto-encoder networks for dimensionalty
reduction, we present and test a couple of extensions to these
ideas combining both methods.

1) Parallel Encoding/Decoding:The first extension is
a method to combine different encoders/decoders, inspired
by ensemble theory [27] which states that classifiers in a
committee perform better than any single classifier, if the
individual decision making is independent of each other and
better than chance. Applied to this problem, we propose to
combine a PCA-based encoder with an ANN, as shown in
Fig. 3. For compression, the TSDF is encoded separately
by both encoders. The allotment of code elements is split
in some pre-determined way between the encoders. We use
codes with total length of128elements, for our experiments.
The final code is simply the concatenation of both individual
codes (shown as blue and red in the figures). Decoding
is done independently by each decoder on their respective
part of the code, and their outputs are added with weights
w ∈ [0, 1] and1−w. To provide the best-case performance of
this approach,w is computed by an approximate line-search,
minimizing the reconstruction error. In practice, the costof
searching for an optimalw for each encoded block may be
prohibitive and real-time applications may instead favoura
fixed weight for the entire map.

Fig. 3. Coupling the PCA and ANN encoder/decoder pairs in a parallel
manner. Both are trained on the original data-set and their outputs are
combined through a weighted sum.

2) Sequential Encoding/Decoding:The second extension
we propose is based on the observation that the difference
between the decoded data and the input still contains a lot of
low-frequency variation c.f. Fig.4, even if it is increasingly
complex and non-linear. In the limit of what can be achieved,
it would be expected that the residual should converge to
a random signal. Being far from this, however, we may
attempt to model the residual and add it to the result of
the first stage decoding as shown in Fig. 5. This entails
that for each different first-stage component, a new data-
set must be generated, containing the residuals relative to
the original TSDF data. The second stage is then trained to
model these residuals instead of the original data. During
encoding, the TSDF is passed to the first stage (in this
case PCA). The data is encoded and decoded by the first
stage and the decoded result is subtracted from the original



(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4. The residual volume contains more complex data, but is evidently
not a random signal. Input data is shown as an extracted surface in (a). PCA
reconstruction makes an approximate estimate of the input,seen in (b). The
zero level set of the residual is shown in (c).

input. The resulting residual is encoded by the second stage
and their code vectors are concatenated. For decoding, each
stage processes their respective codes independently, andthe
result is added with a weight applied only to the second
stage output (which now contains both negative and positive
values). Since the residuals are centred around zero, we
choose to use the hyperbolic tangent as activation function
for the sequential ANN decoder. To study the effects of

Fig. 5. Coupling the PCA and ANN encoder/decoder pairs in a sequential
manner. The ANN part is trained on a data-set that consists ofthe residuals
of the corresponding PCA encoder/decoder reconstruction relative to the
original data-set.

the various algorithmic choices, the code (or feature) size
is limited to 128 floating point values. When using mixed
encoding strategies, the dimensions for each component are
therefore chosen to be complementary (totaling128). Since
the PCA encoder/decoders were designed with compact
representations of32 and 64 elements, we train the ANN’s
with code-layers of96 and64 elements, respectively.

C. Evaluation Methodology

Given the fixed-sized feature or code-vector, how do we
best allocate its elements? And which combination method
is best? We explore these question by means of two dif-
ferent fitness quality measures. Reconstruction fidelity and
ego-motion estimation. To aid in our analysis we use a
publicly available RGB-D data-set [28] with ground-truth
pose estimates provided by an independent external camera-
tracking system. Using the provided ground-truth poses, we
generate a map, by fusing the depth images into a TSDF
representation. This produces a ground truth map. We chose
teddy, room, desk, desk2, 360andplant from the freiburg-1
collection for evaluation as these are representative of real-
world challenges that arise in SLAM and visual odometry,
including motion blur, sensor noise and occasional lack of
geometric structure needed for tracking. We do not use the
RGB components of the data for any purpose in this work.

1) Reconstruction Error:As a measure for reconstruction
error, we compute the mean squared errors of the decoded
distance fields relative to the input. This metric is relevant
to path planning, manipulation and object detection tasks
since it indirectly relates to the fidelity of surface locations.
For each data-set, using each encoder/decoder we compute
a lossy version of the original data and report the average
and standard deviation across all data-sets.

2) Ego-motion Estimation:Ego-motion estimation per-
formance is measured by the absolute trajectory error
(ATE)[28]. The absolute trajectory error is the integrated
distance between all pose estimates relative to the ground
truth trajectory. The evaluations are performed by loading
a complete TSDF map into memory and setting the initial
pose according to ground truth. Then, as depth images are
loaded from the RGB-D data-set, we estimate the camera
transformation that minimizes the point to model distance
for each new frame. The evaluation was performed on
all the data-sets, processed through each compression and
subsequent decompression method. As a baseline, we also
included the original map, processed with a Gaussian blur
kernel of size 9x9x9 voxels and aσ parameter of4/3.

3) Implementation Notes:The PCA basis was produced,
using the dimensionality reduction tools from thescikit-
learn [29] library. Autoencoders were trained usingpylearn2
[30] using batch gradient descent with the change in recon-
struction error on a validation data-set as a stopping criterion.
The data-set was split into400 batches containing500
samples each, of which300 batches were used for training,
50 for testing, and50 for validation. The networks use
sigmoidactivation units and contain4096, 512, d, 512, 4096
nodes withd representing the number of dimensions of the
descriptor.

The runtime implementation for all the encoder/decoder
architectures was done using cuBLAS2 and Thrust3 libraries
for GPU-enabled matrix-vector and array computation. Tim-
ing the execution of copying data to the GPU, encoding,
decoding and copying it back to main memory gives an
average time of405− 645µs per block of163 voxels. This
is likely to be a conservative run-time estimate for practical
scenarios since the memory transfers, which represents the
major part of the time, would most likely be made in
feature space (and in batches) rather than block by block in
the voxel domain. Furthermore, only one of the operations
(compression or decompression) would typically be required,
not both. The span in timing depends on the encoding method
used, sequential encoding representing the upper bound and
PCA-based encoding, the lower.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Reconstruction Error

We report the average reconstruction error over all non-
empty blocks in all data-sets and the standard deviation

2https://developer.nvidia.com/cuBLAS
3https://developer.nvidia.com/Thrust



Reconstruction Method Reconstruction Error (MSE)±σ Mean ATE [m]±σ Median ATE [m]

Original data - 0.70± 0.67 0.59

PCA 32 42.94± 2.63 0.29±0.45 0.06

PCA 64 33.96± 2.01 0.48± 0.53 0.16

PCA 128 27.29±1.87 0.65± 0.54 0.62

NN 32 59.65± 2.78 0.093± 0.11 0.07

NN 64 49.52± 2.19 0.083±0.10 0.06

NN 128 46.19± 2.23 0.087± 0.12 0.05

Parallel PCA 64+NN 64 33.63± 1.98 0.27± 0.39 0.07

Sequential PCA 64+NN 64 33.95± 2.01 0.49± 0.56 0.16

Gaussian Blur 9x9x9 - 0.05±0.04 0.04

TABLE I

AVERAGE RECONSTRUCTION AND EGO-MOTION ESTIMATION RESULTS ACROSS ALL DATA-SETS.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 6. A slice through the distance field reconstructed through different
methods, using 64-element encodings. Shown here are (a) theoriginal map,
(b) the Gaussian filtered map, (c) PCA reconstruction and (d)auto-encoder
reconstruction

among data-sets in Table I. The reconstruction errors ob-
tained strongly suggest that increasing the size of the codes
for individual encoders yields better performance, though
with diminishing returns. Several attempts were made, to
out-perform the PCA approach, using Artificial Neural Net-
works (ANN) trained as auto-encoders but this was generally
unsuccessful. PCA-based encoders, using32, 64 and 128
components, produce better results than ANN encoders in
all our experiments. We also noted that when searching for
the optimal mixing weight for the parallel and sequential
encoding architectures, mixing is rarely advantageous. For
the parallel method it is most often preferable to choose one
encoder or the other (most often PCA), effectively wasting
half of the encoding space. In the sequential method, it is
most often best not to include the ANN at all, or with near-
zero weight. We include only the results where we employed
a 64-64 component split and note from other experiments
that these architectures generally perform on par with the
PCA-only solution of respective dimensionality e.g. 64 in

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. Example reconstruction using a PCA basis with 128 components.
The reconstructed version (b) includes some blocking artifacts, visible as
tiles on the floor of the room, but contains visibly less noise.

the reported case.
The best overall reconstruction performance is given by

the baseline PCA encoder/decoder, using 128 components.
We illustrate this with an image from theteddy data-set,
in Fig. 7. Note that the decoded data-set is smoother, so
in a sense the measured discrepancy is partly related to a
qualitative improvement.

B. Ego-motion Estimation

The ego-motion estimation, performed by the SDF Tracker
algorithm, uses the TSDF as a cost function to which
subsequent 3D points are aligned. This requires that the
gradient of the TSDF be of correct magnitude and point in
the right direction. To get a good alignment, the minimum



absolute distance should coincide with the actual locationof
the surface.

In spite of being given challenging camera trajectories,
performance using the decoded maps is on average better
than the unaltered map. When the tracker keeps up with
the camera motion, we have observed that the performance
resulting from the use of each map is in the order of their
respective reconstruction errors. In this case, the closerthe
surface is to the ground truth model, the better. However
tracking may fail for various reasons, e.g. when there is little
overlap between successive frames, when the model or depth
image contains noise or when there is not enough geometric
variation to properly constrain the pose estimation. In some
of these cases, the maps that offer simplified approximations
to the original distance field fare better. The robustness in
tracking is most likely owed to the denoising effect that
the encoding has, as evidenced by the performance on the
Gaussian blurred map. Of the encoded maps, we see that the
AE compression results in better pose estimation. In Fig. 6
we see a slice through a volume colour-coded by distance.
Here we note that even though the PCA-based map is more
similar to the original, on the left side of the image it is
evident that the field is not monotonically increasing away
from the surface. Such artefacts cause the field gradient
to point in the wrong direction, possibly contributing to
failure to find the correct alignment. The large difference
between the median and mean values for the pose estimation
errors are indicative of mostly accurate pose estimations,
with occasional gross misalignments.

C. Selective Feature-based Map Expansion

Although the descriptors we obtain are clearly not in-
variant to affine transformations (if they were, the decom-
pression wouldn’t reproduce the field in its correct loca-
tion/orientation), we can still create descriptor-based models
for geometries of particular interest by sampling their TSDFs
over the range of transformations to which we want the
model to be invariant. If information about the orientation
of the map is known a priori, e.g. some dominant structures
are axis-aligned with the voxel lattice, or dominant structures
are orthogonal to each other, the models can be made even
smaller. In the example illustrated in Fig. 8, a descriptor-
based model for floors was first created by encoding the
TSDFs of horizontal planes at 15 different offsets, generating
one 64-element vector each. Each descriptor in the com-
pressed map can then be compared to this small model by
the squared norm of their differences and only those beneath
a threshold of similarity need to be considered for expansion.
Here an advantage of the PCA-based encoding becomes
evident: Since PCA generates its linear subspace in an
ordered manner, feature vectors of different dimensionality
can be tested for similarity up to the number of elements
of the smallest, i.e., a 32-dimensional feature descriptorcan
be matched against the first half of a 64-dimensional feature
descriptor. This property is useful in handling multiple levels
of compression, for different applications, whilst maintaining
a common way to describe them.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. Selective reconstruction of floor surfaces. Given a compressed map,
the minimum distance for each compressed block, to a set of descriptors that
relate to horizontal planes can be computed (e.g. floors). Only the blocks
that are similar enough to this set of descriptors need to be considered for
actual decompression. In the first figure, the uncompressed map is shown,
with each region coloured according to its descriptor’s distance to the set of
descriptors that relate to floors. In the second figure, we seethe selectively
expanded floor cells.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented the use of dimensionality
reduction of TSDF volumes, which lie at the core of many
algorithms across a wide domain of applications with close
ties to robotics. We proposed PCA and ANN encoding
strategies as well as hybrid methods and evaluated their
performance with respect to a camera tracking application
and to reconstruction error.

We demonstrate that we can compress volumetric data
using PCA and neural nets to small sizes (between 128:1
and 32:1) and still use them in camera tracking applications
with good results. We show that PCA produces superior
reconstruction results and although neural nets have inher-
ently greater expressive power, training them is not straight-
forward, often resulting in lower quality reconstructions
but nonetheless offering slightly better performance in ego-
motion estimation applications. We found that combining
encoders in parallel with optimal mixture weights usually
leads to Either/Or situations, and more seldom using both
simultaneously. The sequential combination of encoders is
rarely an advantage, possibly due to the residual being an
overly complex function to model. Finally, we have shown
that this entire class of methods can be successfully applied



to both compress and imbue the data with some low-level
semantic meaning and suggested an application in which
both of these characteristics are simultaneously desirable.

VII. F UTURE WORK

It is clear that the resulting features are not invariant
to rigid-body transformations and experimentally matching
features of identical objects in different poses, suggests
that features do not form object-centred clusters in the
lower-dimensional space. A method for obtaining a low-
dimensional representation as well as a reliable transforma-
tion into some canonical frame of reference would pave the
way for many interesting applications in semantic mapping
and scene understanding. Furthermore, it seems unfortunate
that pose-estimation ultimately has to occur in the voxel
domain. Given that the transformation to the low dimensional
space is a simple affine function (at least for the PCA-
based encoding) it seems intuitive that one should be able
to formulate and solve the pose-estimation problem in the
reduced space with a lower memory requirement in all
stages of computation. Investigating this possibility remains
an interesting problem as it is not clear if this would
represent a direct trade-off between memory complexity and
computational complexity.
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